Abstract. Two types of semantics have been given to object-oriented formal specification languages. Value semantics denote a class by a set of values representing its objects. Reference semantics denote a class by a set of references, or pointers, to values representing its objects. While adopting the former facilitates formal reasoning, adopting the latter facilitates transformation to object-oriented code. In this paper, we propose a combined approach using value semantics for abstract specification and reasoning, and then refining to a reference semantics before transforming specification to code.
Introduction
Research on object-oriented formal specification languages has gone through two main phases of development.
The first phase focussed on extending existing formal specification languages with object-oriented constructs in order to enhance modularity and reusability. These constructs included classes, objects, inheritance and polymorphism. A number of new formal languages were developed, notable among which are those which extend VDM or Z [21, 14] . The goal was to make formal methods more applicable to larger-scale systems and industrial problems [6, 15] .
The languages developed in this phase of research, including MooZ [20] , ZEST [23] and early versions of VDM++ [8] and Object-Z [2, 4] , have a value semantics, i.e., a semantics in which a class is denoted by a set of values. Each value in such a set corresponds to an object of the class at some stage of its evolution. Such a semantics is conservatively based on that of the language being extended and hence introduces no additional complexity to the semantic basis.
The second phase of research saw the inclusion of object references in objectoriented formal specification languages. Object references work in the same manner as pointers in programming languages. They introduce the possibility of object sharing (through aliasing) and non-trivial, recursively defined structures (since objects may reference objects which also reference them). Existing objectoriented formal specification languages such as VDM++ and Object-Z were extended with object references [13, 7, 5, 17] . The goal was to make the transition from formal specification to code easier [9] .
To incorporate object references, the new versions of the languages developed in this phase of research have a reference semantics, i.e., a semantics in which a class is denoted by a set of references to values (denoting objects). Such a semantics is a major departure from that of the language being extended and hence much effort has subsequently gone into developing suitable semantics [10] .
The additional complexity of reference semantics has had a large impact on developing methods for reasoning about specifications [11] , refining specifications [3] and encoding languages in tools such as theorem provers [19] . Although object references enable an easy transition from specification to object-oriented code, they hinder the abstract representation of systems and hence unnecessarily complicate refinement and reasoning.
In this paper, we propose a step backward to the languages with value semantics for abstractly specifying systems as part of a step forward to a new approach to formal object-oriented development. This approach involves refining value-semantics specifications to specifications with reference semantics. This allows reasoning to be carried out in the absence of object references, but allows the addition of references through refinement in order to ease the transition to code. To illustrate our approach, we use the Object-Z specification language for which both value and reference semantics exist. This distinguishes our work from similar work in the refinement calculus where explicit stores are introduced during refinement to model mappings from references to values [22, 1] . In Section 2, we introduce the value-semantics version of Object-Z and in Section 3, the reference-semantics version. In Section 4, we illustrate through a simple case study how a value-semantics specification can be refined to a one with a reference semantics.
Value Semantics
The early work on Object-Z [2, 4] adopts a value semantics [16] . The main extension to Z is syntactic: the introduction of a class schema. A class schema encapsulates a single state schema with its associated initial state schema and all the operations which can change its variables. For example, the following specifies a generic node which has two state variables, empty denoting whether or not a value has been inserted into the node and val denoting the value.
Initially, the node is empty and a value v ? can be inserted into it via the operation Insert. The ∆-list of this operation indicates that it is able to change the variables empty and val . The operation can occur when empty is true, and results in empty being false and val taking the value v ?.
Like schemas in Z, a class schema can be used as a type: its instances are values denoting possible objects of the class. For example, a generic list could be defined as a non-empty sequence of node objects as follows (seq ∞ X extends the Z definition seq X of finite sequences of type X , i.e., finite functions whose domain is a contiguous set of natural numbers with least element 1 and whose range is X , to possibly infinite sequences, i.e., seq ∞ X == seq X ∪ N → X ).
The class List denotes the functionality of a (possibly bounded) list abstractly by defining a possibly infinite sequence of nodes, the non-empty nodes of which denote the actual list. A finite sequence models a bounded list and an infinite sequence, an unbounded list.
Initially, each node n in the list satisfies the initial state of the class Node, i.e., it is empty. The operation Insert chooses a node such that all other nodes before it in the sequence are not empty, and inserts a value v ? into that node. The fact that a node must be empty for an insertion to take place (as defined in class Node) ensures that the selected node is the first empty one in the sequence. The final line of the operation ensures that all other nodes are unchanged (− is domain subtraction). It is needed since the inclusion of list in the ∆-list allows list to change arbitrarily unless otherwise constrained.
Reference Semantics
More recent work on Object-Z [7, 5, 17 ] adopts a reference semantics [10] . This enables a style of specification which more closely reflects implementation in an object-oriented programming language. In particular, it allows object sharing and non-trivial, recursive structures to be defined. For example, a list could be specified recursively by the variables associated with the node at the head of the list together with a pointer to the tail of the list (as in Fig. 1) .
A reference-semantics specification in Object-Z is empty :
Classes in the reference-semantics version of Object-Z have an implicitly declared constant self denoting a reference to the current object. This is used in class List* to specify that tail may point to the current object (when there is no tail). In all other cases, the tail list and all objects referenced either directly or indirectly from it must be "contained" by the current list (denoted by the C symbol decorating the type). Containment is a means of controlling aliasing among references. An object may be directly contained by only one other object and may not contain itself. Hence, circularities in the structure of list are precluded.
The initial state schema and operation Insert are defined recursively. Initially, the list's head is empty and the list's tail is in an initial state. Since the list's tail is a list, this means it's head element is also empty and it's tail is also in an initial state, and so on.
The operation Insert is specified by an operation expression (rather than a schema) using the operators for disjoining ([]) and conjoining (∧) operations. It inserts a value v ? into the head element of the list (when it is empty), or performs an insert operation on the tail of the list when it's head element is not empty.
The meaning of INIT and Insert can be given using fixed point theory as shown by Smith [18] . INIT can be shown to be equivalent to
and Insert can be shown to be equivalent to
where p is the predicate
.empty) and
Refinement
Refinement in reference-semantics Object-Z is defined in terms of simulation rules by Derrick and Boiten [3] . Downward simulation is defined as follows.
An Object-Z class C is a downward simulation of a class A if there is a retrieve relation R such that every abstract operation AOp of A is recast into a concrete operation COP of C and the following hold.
That is, the initial state predicate can be stronger in the concrete class (DS.1)), as can operation postconditions (DS.3). Operation preconditions (i.e., the predicate pre Op for an operation Op) can neither be weaker nor stronger (DS.2). This definition is simply that for a blocking model of operations, i.e., where an operation Op cannot occur unless pre Op is true, and is therefore independent of the semantics adopted (see Josephs [12] , for example, for a similar definition). Hence, we would like to use it show that List of Section 2 is refined by List* of Section 3. The refinement is done in three phases (see Fig. 2 ) each comprising one or more refinement steps consistent with downward simulation. These phases represent a general strategy for refining from value semantics to reference semantics.
Phase 1 In the first phase, all object values are changed to references. Hence, the sequence of nodes in List becomes a sequence of references to nodes.
Phase 2 In the second phase, references are added between objects where appropriate. Hence, references are added linking each node to the next in the list. A self reference is added to the final node in a finite list.
Phase 3 In the third phase, the class describing the system is replaced by the class of an object which is connected via references to all other objects in the system. In the list example, the class refined from List is replaced by a class describing the list from the head node, i.e., List*.
Phase 1: Replacing object values with references
To accomplish the first phase of refinement in Object-Z, any operation schemas in which operations are applied to objects must be replaced by equivalent operation expressions. This is necessary since the reference-semantics version of Object-Z does not support operation application in schemas [17] . The operation Insert of List, can be replaced by
The main step in this phase of refinement is then to replace all classes C in the specification by a new class with reference semantics. In the case where C has no declared objects, the definition of the new class is syntactically identical to C . The new class is therefore trivially a refinement of C under the identity retrieve relation. In the case where C declares objects, these declarations are changed to refer to the new classes. Furthermore, -since, in a value semantics, different declarations always refer to different objects, all declared references must be contained by C and an invariant must be added that all declared references are distinct, and -since, in a value semantics, values are changed by operation application but in a reference semantics, references are not, a schema [ a = a ] must be conjoined with any operation application a.Op.
The resulting classes are again trivially a refinement under the retrieve relation which equates the state variables of the corresponding declared objects. Such a retrieve relation is necessary since the semantic representations of the objects in the different semantics are not directly comparable.
Applying these steps to our example specification, results in a class Node* defined syntactically identically to Node, and a class List1* defined as follows.
(Note that the conjunction of the schema [ list (i) = list(i) ] with list(i).Insert has allowed us to remove Insert's ∆-list and simplify its definition.)
The retrieve relations for these refinements are, respectively, Node.empty = Node*.empty ∧ Node.val = Node*.val and dom List.list = dom List1*.list ∧ (∀i : dom List.list • List.list(i).empty = List1*.list(i).empty ∧ List.list(i).val = List1*.list(i).val ). The latter relates the value-semantics nodes to the referencesemantics nodes by equating the values of their state variables (empty and val ).
Phase 2: Adding references between objects
For the second phase, we need to add references to classes and constraints on references reflecting the desired system structure. We begin by refining the class Node* to a class Node1* which has an added reference next : Node1*[T ] denoting the next node in the list, and strengthens the state invariant as follows.
Node1* is a downward simulation of Node* under the retrieve relation which identifies the variables empty and val , i.e., Node*.empty = Node1*.empty ∧ Node*.val = Node1*.val .
The state invariant of a class is implicitly conjoined to the initial state predicate and the precondition and postcondition of each operation. To show that the precondition of Insert is not strengthened under the retrieve relation, we need to show DS.2 holds. That is, ∀ Node*.STATE; Node1*.STATE • Node*.empty = Node1*.empty ∧ Node*.val = Node1*.val ⇒ (Node*.empty ⇔ Node1*.empty ∧ Node1*.Inv )
where
. This trivially holds since the declaration of Node1*.STATE introduces the invariant Inv on the variables of Node1*. In general, invariants can be added during refinement provided they do not constrain variables related (by the retrieve relation) to variables that are changed by the abstract operations [3] .
To complete this phase, we refine the class List1* by adding an invariant linking the nodes in the list in the appropriate way. That is, the next node of each node in the list, except the last in the case of a finite list, is that which occurs after it in the list. The next node of the last node of a finite list is itself. Once again, the invariant does not strengthen the precondition under the retrieve relation which in this case is the identity relation, i.e, List1*.list = List2*.list.
Phase 3: Replacing the system class with an object class
The final phase involves removing the system class needed in a value semantics specification to relate the objects in the specified system. It is replaced by the class of one of the objects from which all others can be referenced. In cases where the value-semantics system class specifies an actual object of the specified system, this final phase may be unnecessary.
In our example, we want to replace the class List2* with the class List* of Section 3 (see Fig. 2 ). We begin by introducing a new variable head as an alias to the head node of the list and redefine INIT and Insert in terms of head . This is done by adding an existentially quantified variable s to both INIT and Insert which denotes a sequence of nodes starting with head and such that each other node in the sequence is the next node of it predecessor in the sequence.
List3* is a downward simulation of List2* under the retrieve relation List2*.list= List3*.list.
Since list is no longer used in the initial state schema or operation Insert, the class can be further refined by removing this variable. The invariants in terms of list do not constrain head and can be removed as well. In particular, the invariant that nodes in the list are distinct is captured by the invariant of Node1* which precludes circular list structures.
In the case where one or more of the invariants did constrain head , they would need to be redefined in terms of head .
The following class, List4*, is a downward simulation of List3* under the retrieve relation List3*.head = List4*.head .
Our system class List4* now comprises a single contained object. Such a class can be refined to a class C with the single object declaration a : A C replaced by the state declarations of A, and with all occurrences of a, A, a.INIT and a.Op replaced by self , C , and the definitions of INIT and Op respectively. Hence, class List4* is refined by Given that self .x = x for each state variable x , List5* is a downward simulation of List4* under the retrieve relation List4*.head = List5*.self .
With next renamed to tail , the initial state schema and operation Insert of List5* are the equivalent schemas of those of List* derived using fixed point theory in Section 3. Hence, under the retrieve relation List5*.empty = List*.empty ∧ List5*.val = List*.val ∧ List5*.next = List*.tail , we can refine List5* to List*.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown how to refine an object-oriented formal specification with a value semantics to one with a reference semantics. This process allows an abstract specification to be written in a value semantics in order to facilitate reasoning, and then be refined to a concrete specification with a reference semantics in order to facilitate transformation to code.
The general process was illustrated using a simple case study. This case study involved the introduction of recursion. Other refinements to reference semantics could involve the introduction of object sharing. The refinement steps were justified with respect to the definition of downward simulation in Object-Z. A set of rules proved sound with respect to this definition, or that of upward simulation, could be developed to aid the specifier by removing much of the proof burden.
